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ABSTRACT 
      The main objectives of this study were to measure the degree of farmers` knowledge 
regarding causes of the phenomenon of climate change; negative impacts of that; and how 
to adapt to these impacts; measure the degree of farmers` attitudes toward adaptation to 
climate change phenomenon; measure the degree of farmers` practices that lead to the 
negative impacts of climate change; and how to adapt to these impacts; Identify the 
relationships among farmers` knowledge, practices, attitudes toward climate change 
phenomenon and the studied independent variables. 

The study was conducted in Kfer EL-Sheikh governorate considering its location. a 
sample of 303 farmers from EL-Karn village, EL-Hamoul district representing (21.5%)  was 
personally interviewed by using a questionnaire designed and pre-tested to achieve the 
objective of the study. frequencies, percentages, mean, range, standard deviation, and 
Pearson correlation coefficients and chi square were used for data presentation and analysis. 

        The main results of the study could be summarized as follows: 
1- About (44%) of the respondents have high degree of knowledge regarding causes of the 
phenomenon of climate change. 
2- About (40%) of the respondents have medium level of knowledge related to negative 
impacts of the phenomenon of climate change. 
3- (42.2%) of the respondents have low levels of knowledge related to how to adapt to 
phenomenon of climate change. 
4-More than one half (58.1%) of the respondents have medium level of  attitudes toward 
adaptation to climate change phenomenon 
  5- About (41%) of the respondents have high level of correct practices related to climate 
change. 
6- About (50%) of the respondents have high level of correct practices that contribute to 
adaptation with climate change. 
7-Statistically significant and negative relationship was found between degrees of farmers` 
knowledge related to causes of the phenomenon of climate change and age. 
8- Statistically significant and positive relationships were found between degrees of 
farmers` knowledge related to causes of the phenomenon of climate change and the 
following variables: education, occupation and formal social participation.  
9-Statistically significant and negative relationships were found between degrees of 
farmers` knowledge related to negative impacts of the phenomenon of climate change, and 
the following variables:  exposure to sources of information and farm size. 
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10-Statistically significant and positive relationships were found between degrees of 
farmers` knowledge related to negative impacts of phenomenon of climate change, and the 
following variables:  formal social participation, education and occupation. 
11-Statistically significant and negative relationships were found between degrees of 
farmers` knowledge related to how to adapt to climate change phenomenon and the 
following variables: farm size, animal wealth, formal social participation, informal social 
participation, exposure to sources of information and attitudes toward agricultural 
innovation. 
12- Statistically significant and negative relationships were found between degrees of 
farmers` attitudes toward adaptation to climate change phenomenon and the following 
variables: farm size, formal social participation, attitudes toward innovation and informal 
social participation 
13- Statistically significant and positive relationships were found between degrees of 
farmers` attitudes toward adaptation to climate change phenomenon and the following 
variables: education and occupation. 
14- Statistically significant and negative relationships were found between degrees of 
farmers` practices that lead to negative impacts of climate change and the following 
variables: attitudes toward agricultural innovation and cosmopoliteness.  
15- Statistically significant and positive relationships were found between degrees of 
farmers` practices that lead to negative impacts of climate change and the following 
variables: formal social participation and informal social participation. 
16- Statistically significant and positive relationships were found between degrees of 
farmers` practices that contribute to adaptation to climate change phenomenon and the 
following variables: Cosmopoliteness, attitudes toward innovation, education and 
occupation   
17- Statistically significant and negative relationships were found between degrees of 
farmers` practices that contribute to adaptation to climate change phenomenon and 
exposure to sources of information. 
  18- Most of the respondents have received messages about climate change through 
television. The role of the governmental extension workers was weak in raising awareness 
of climate change however the result showed that TV was the most commonly used source 
of information ( 99 % ), followed by relatives ( 98 % ), friends, and finally farmers` field 
schools. 
19- Most of the respondents mentioned that the first problem was mixing irrigation water 
with sewage water ( 73.9%) followed by burning farm wastes (57.4%), and over utilization 
of pesticides (  18.2%  ), then over utilization of chemical fertilizers ( 10.9%  ) 
Key words: Climate Change, Causes, Agriculture, Egypt, Knowledge, Attitudes, Practices.  
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